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/ Jabho Jalpa: Silpam sagalamabi muthravirasana kadhi: 

Prathakshinya kramana masanaath-yahoothi vidhi: 

Pranaam: samvesa: sugamagila maathmaarpana  

Thrusaa saparya prayayes thava pavathu yanmay 

Vilasitham Soundharyalahari -27 

Meaning: 

Shri Adhi Sankara says “Let my speech, meditation, work, movements of hand, walking, 

circumbulation, eating, sleeping, rituals with fire, obeisance, and likewise whatever else I do should 

be a worship to you” – Sri Guruji. 
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Universal Way of Life -Graced by Maha Periyavaa 
A joint declaration made between two kings some 1300 years back proclaims that it was witnessed by Mithra 
and Varuna.  The point to be noted here is -Mithra and Varuna are Devathaas mentioned in our Vedas.  The 
Royal names of the ancient Egyptian Kings Ramesus and our Raman had links. Further analysis reveals that 
75% of the names in the African Madagascar sect carry Sanskrit origin.  Likewise, the lower side of the globe 
also indicates this aspect.  In a yet another instance, during the annual Navarathri festival time in India people of 
Mexico also celebrate an important festival which is called Rama Sita just goes to show the unity. (.... cont.) 
 

Hail Shakthi! 
Let us see Sri Sri Sri Kamakshi Devi’s ninth sloka this week: 
Sidaananda Junasya sinmaiyasukaa kaaraam mahaayogineem  
Maayaviswa vimohineem madhumatheem dyaayeesubaam 
brahmmaneem  
Dyeyaam kinnarasithasaaranaivathoo thyeyaam sadaa yogini: 
Kamaksheem kalaiyaami kalpa lathikaam kanchipuri devathaam 

Meaning: 
❖ Meditating upon you Devi Kamakshi  
❖ The Mother who gives boons like Karpaga vriksham  
❖ She is the adhidevathaa of Kanchi!  
❖ She is the one who shows Her Divine form (Divya 

Roopa) and gives elation to the devotees with pure 
heart. She is the basis of yogam.  

❖ She is one who gets the people of the world to be 
engulfed in Maya.  

❖ She is sweeter than honey as She is the Brahma 
Gnana Swaroopini.  

❖ Hence all the consorts of Kinnara, Sithaa, Saaranaa 
and Yogis pray to you!! (to be cont.) 

Shakthi Peet 40: Subarswam  
 
Shakthi Devi:  Narayani 
 
❖ The 40th Shakthipeet cited by Bhagwan Veda Vyas 

Maharaj is situated at the confluence of rivers 
Marsiyangadi and Tirisuli in today’s Nepal State. 

❖ Currently there is no information of any worship of the 
Shakthi peet Devi here.   
 

❖ At our Mangalapuri temple, the deity of this Devi is 
sculpted as per Shilpa sastra.   

❖ Divine Mother is seen in a standing posture with four 
hands gives dharshan to devotees.   

❖ Her upper two hands hold a Conch and a wheel while 
Her lower hands shower happiness and offers boons.   

❖ She is fondly called as ‘Manakaamna Devi’.  i.e., She 
fulfils the demands arising from good thoughts of a 
devotee. 
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Sri Guruji’s Amrita Vani – The glory of Guru (Guru Mahima) 

❖ Devi Kamakshi takes the form (of Guru and pervades to 
eradicate the ill-effects caused by ignorance of the 
people.  When Mother in the form of showing restraint 
turns into form of providing favours (showers Anugraham) 
SHE takes Guru’s roopam.  In Lalitha Sahasranama, the 
Divine Mother carries many Guru related names. 

❖ Like how a mother who shows the father to her child, 
Divine Mother in the form of Guru, shows Bhagwan, who 
is the father of everyone, to her devotees. It is befitting to 
mention here that Mother Ambika herself acts as 
Gurunathar which Sri Muka Kavi too mentions. 

❖  
❖  

 Know Spiritualist- Unknown Facts – Sri Desikar 
❖ Some eight centuries ago, Sri Nikamaanda Desikar or  
Vedanta Desikar was born. His Poorvaasrama name was  
Venkatanathan. At the age of 5,  the famous Vaishnava Mahan  
Naadaathur Ammal predicted that Shri Desikar would turn out to  
be a great scholar in Vaishnava tradition.  (Naadaathur Ammal was 
not a female but only male.  Because observing his merciful nature 
Kanchi Sri Varadaraja Perumal called him ‘Thaayaar’.  Thus  
acquired the title) Ammal. 

 

❖ At the age of seven, Sri Desikar acquired all the required 
knowledge and skills in winning debates.  Sri Desikar, who led a 
Vedic life, lived his family life following the high tradition of taking 
alms only. (to continue) 
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